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Session 2 
Animatronics 

Animatus in Latin means to give something life; combined with Electricity, and we have 
Animatronics, the use of electronics to create simulated life.  This includes many different kinds of 
robots, from humans to dinosaurs to plants.  Human animatronics that are designed to look realistic are 
sometimes called Androids.  Common examples can be found in holiday decorations, movies, theme 
parks, and museums. 

 
 Disneyland’s Abraham Lincoln Disneyland’s Enchanted Tiki Room Bird from Mary Poppins 

Walt Disney was one of the first pioneers in modern animatronics, which he created for use in 
movies and in his theme parks.  He called his robots audio-animatronics, because they could talk or 
make noise as well as move. 

 Before digital computer generated images (CGI), automated puppetry was once the most 
advanced form of special effects. 

 
Star Wars, Jaws, and Jurassic Park all used Animatronics in their films. 
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 From Talking Christmas Trees (left) to Giant Fire Breathing Dragons (middle & right), there are many 
strange and amazing forms of Animatronics. 

But let’s not limit our imaginations here just because the word Animatronics implies electricity; 
it could easily be argued that the earliest forms of Animatronics used only gears and springs, like those 
used in old style clockworks, to bring puppets to life. 

 
Pierre Jaquet-Droz’s Automata, which could draw, write, and play music using only gears and springs. 

“Uncanny Valley” 
It is in this search to reproduce life through machine that we come to a concept defined by 

emotional reaction, where we consider the machine not by functionality but rather by friendliness.  
There is an idea in robotics that involves how much a thing looks life-like and how comfortable people 
will be around this thing.  There is a tipping point where, when something looks close to real life, but not 
quite close enough, and we are no longer comfortable around it and might find the object creepy or 
revolting.  We can make a graph to represent this idea, which shows a sudden dip in emotion where the 
subject falls between mere objects and real life; the subject needs to overcome this gap and look even 
more like real life before it is familiar enough to make us comfortable again.  This dip is called the 
“uncanny valley.” 

The “uncanny valley” is where people start to describe something with words like "eerie," 
"weird," and "oh god it's looking right at me."  Examples are found in the fields of robotics and 3D 
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computer animation, among others.  Think back to when you saw a weird robot, puppet, drawing, or 
animated movie that didn’t look quite right and made you feel uneasy. 

 
The term “Uncanny Valley” was coined  

by Tokyo Institute of Technology robotics professor Masahiro Mori in 1970. 
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 This is probably one of the more important ideas in Animatronics today, as it can be used to 
either make something  look extra scary (such as a Halloween robot or decoration), or it can be a lesson 
as to what to avoid when making life-like robots meant to be helpful. 
 
 
 
 

Microcontrollers 
A microcontroller is a very small computer.  When we 

talk about modern animatronics, we usually are working with 
some form of microcontroller.  These small computer chips 
come in many sizes, shapes, and functions.  They are used to 
control all sorts of things we see every day; remote controls, 
Blu-Ray players, microwave ovens, cell phones, alarm systems, 
automatic sprinkler systems, blood pressure monitors, missiles, 
digital wristwatches, and all sorts of robots.  Even the keyboard 

and mouse on your home computer use separate 
microcontrollers to talk to the computer. 

The best part of finding out what things have 
microcontrollers in them is thinking of new ways to use them.  
For example, imagine taking a $35 Wall-E toy and giving it a 
camera and microphone so he can see, hear, and respond to 
commands.  Even better, how about hacking a Mindflex Brain 
Game headset ($15 on eBay) to control ANYTHING with your 
MIND! 

 I’m not very human-like, but 
that’s okay.  At least I’m not 

creepy, right? 
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What microcontrollers can you think of?  Can you come up with any ideas for how to use them 
in different ways? 

Arduino 
We’re using the Arduino Uno R3 microcontroller throughout the following projects.  This little 

board is about 2.7 inches by 2.1 inches, has 14 digital and 6 analog input/output pins, has a clock speed 
of 16 million bits per second, and can hold 32 thousand bytes of information. 

 
This versatile little computer may not hold a candle to a full-size computer, but its durability and 

easy programmability make it ideal for all sorts of projects.  Where do you think you could use a 
microcontroller? 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

There’s a lot 
going on here!  We’ll 
explore more later; for 
now, let’s do something 

with this new tool! 
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Halloween Animatronic Mask 
As an introduction to the Arduino, let’s create an interactive decoration for Halloween.  To give 

a little life to our decoration, let’s use LEDs inside ping-pong balls for the eyes, and have the eyes change 
color differently from one another.  Then, we’ll add a distance sensor in the mouth and a voice recorder 
module to make the prop speak when someone gets close! 

We are using extra-large LEDs, which at double the size of a standard 5 mm LED are a whole 
centimeter in width!  These strange LEDs have 4 wires coming out of them; this is because they actually 
have 3 LEDs inside, and they share a common anode (positive) pin! 

Choose between clear and opaque to 
start.  The opaque will make the ping-
pong ball “eye” glow evenly, whereas 

the clear will make a ring of color 
creating a sort of “iris” effect to the 

look of the “eye.” 
Feel free to mix and match. 

Red, Green, and Blue combine to create every color in the spectrum; LED TVs use millions of RGB LEDs. 

Note the longest pin.  This pin needs to go to the positive connection on the Arduino. 
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Plug the LED into wires that have a female connector on one end and a male connector on the other. 

 
Cut a hole in a ping-pong ball big enough to fit the LED in. 

Carefully insert the LED in the hole and tape it secure so the wires don’t fall off. 
 
 

  

Longest = Positive 
Take note which wire 
is connected to the 
long pin for later. 
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Now for the brains! 
On the left is an Arduino microcontroller.  On the right is something called a shield.  This shield is a 

prototype breadboard.  Simply plug this in on top of the Arduino; make sure to line up the pins carefully! 
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Remember, breadboards have metal connectors inside that allow rows of pins to be connected together 
(see page 12).  Connect the 5V pin to the breadboard: 

 
Bend 6 resistors (220 Ohm) as seen below:  Now place the resistors on the breadboard: 

 
 
 
 

Take note that the red wire here is not connected to 
the resistors.  We will connect the longer 
positive (anode) pin of the LEDs to this line with the 
red wire, and the other three shorter 
negative pins (cathodes) to the lines with the 
resistors. 
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Can you spot the mistake in these pictures?  Notice the three negative cathode wires on the right; they 
aren’t connected properly to the lines with the resistors.  To fix this, make sure the three cathode wires 
all connect to a resistor on the same line. 

 
Don’t worry about the order for the remaining LED wires; if they are mixed up, the “eyes” will change 

color differently than one another instead of in sync. 
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The infrared sensor module connects to the positive 5V line and the negative 
cathode line.  The output of the sensor then connects to digital pin 12. 

Now for the voice.  The modules we are using come in different shapes and sizes, and are 
usually used in recordable greeting cards or similar devices.  They can record up to 10 seconds of sound, 
and have a playback and loop function.  We’ll be using alligator clip wires to sneak control of this to the 
Arduino.  The blue wire connects to digital pin 0, and then connects to an alligator wire to connect the 
voice module. 

 
  

The red alligator clip wire 
connects to the negative line 
through a resistor.  This protects 
the voice module from feedback. 
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Finally, we connect the output pins for the 
LEDs to the resistors.  We are using pins 3, 5, and 6, 
and 9, 10, and 11. 
Now to tape everything in place inside our mask. 
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Here’s a diagram of what the wires 
should look like (parts may vary): 
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Plug it in, and once the program is uploaded to the Arduino, your “eyes” should look something like this: 

 
Interaction 

We’re using a distance detector to “see” when someone is close by.  When it detects something, 
we’ll have a voice module do the talking for us.  This is done using an infrared distance detector. 

Infrared 
Infrared light is all around us: in television remote controls, automatic 

doors at the store, and even coming off your own body.  We can measure heat 
from a distance, speeds and distances of far away stars, and detect chemical 
compositions all using infrared.  Night vision cameras use infrared, and some 
animals can even see infrared to detect prey. 

For this project, we will be using an Infrared Sensor module.  This module 
works by shining an infrared LED light and detecting the reflection of the light with 
a phototransistor.  Since a normal human eye can’t see infrared, the infrared light 
from the LED appears to be invisible.  However, most digital cameras, including 
cell phone cameras, can see the infrared light, and it shows up blue-white on the 
screen. This makes for easy troubleshooting when working with infrared. 

 
The 

darker LED is 
actually the 
phototransistor.  It uses light to 
control how much electricity flows 
through it.  The reason it is so dark is 
that the plastic is tinted with a 
special pigment that blocks out all 
but the infrared light, so that only 
infrared can turn it on.  Think of it 
like a solar panel that can only see 
infrared.  (Tip: the sun gives off a lot 
of infrared light, so the sensor works 
best in the dark.) 
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Programming 
We can think of this project as two separate systems: the eyes and the voice.  Each of these 

systems need to operate at the same time, yet they do different things independent of one another.  To 
make this work, we’ll use the internal clock of the Arduino to time our triggers for when things should 
happen.  The goal is to have the eyes cycle from red to green to blue, and the voice to activate when the 
detector is triggered. 

 
 
 
 
 

First, we need to define our variables.  We need six OUTPUT pins for the LEDs, the detector 
INPUT pin, the voice module speaker OUTPUT pin, and the amount of time we want the colors to change 
for each cycle.  We will also make a variable to act as a placeholder for the timing of the color cycles. 
#define GREEN1  6 //First LED green pin #define BLUE1  5 //First LED blue pin #define RED1  3  //First LED red pin #define GREEN2  11 //Second LED green pin #define BLUE2  10 //Second LED blue pin #define RED2  9  //Second LED red pin #define detector  12 //Infrared detector input pin #define spkr  0  //Voice module speaker output pin long previousMillis = 0; //This is the placeholder for how long the color cycle has been running int colorTime = 3000; //This determines how long each color cycle should last int redVal = 0;  //Sets the brightness of the red LED, from 0 to 255 
int blueVal = 0;  //Sets the brightness of the blue LED, from 0 to 255 
int greenVal = 0; //Sets the brightness of the green LED, from 0 to 255 
Now that we have some variables to work with, we need to start up the inputs and outputs. 
In the setup() section, we need to use the pinMode function to set the input or output of our pins: 
pinMode(GREEN1, OUTPUT); pinMode(BLUE1, OUTPUT); pinMode(RED1, OUTPUT); pinMode(GREEN2, OUTPUT); pinMode(BLUE2, OUTPUT); pinMode(RED2, OUTPUT); pinMode(detector, INPUT); pinMode(spkr, OUTPUT); 

There’s a lot to work 
with here! 

Let’s get through this 
one step at a time… 
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 We then can use the digitalWrite function to set the start state for each output pin:  digitalWrite(GREEN1, HIGH); digitalWrite(BLUE1, HIGH); digitalWrite(RED1, HIGH); digitalWrite(GREEN2, HIGH); digitalWrite(BLUE2, HIGH); digitalWrite(RED2, HIGH);  digitalWrite(spkr, LOW);  Now for the loop() section.  We’ll need to define a variable here to check the current time:  unsigned long currentMillis = millis();  Notice this is “unsigned”.  That means there is no negative, so the “long” variable type can measure twice as far (up to 4,294,967,295 instead of only 2,147,483,647).  Now our currentMillis variable will work up to 49.7 days before the unsigned long runs out of space for the milliseconds.  Using the colorTime variable to measure how long we want to take for each color changing section, we then create four sections.  The sections are measured by subtracting the time we started at, previousMillis, from the current time, currentMillis, and comparing it to the length of time for the sections, colorTime.  Then we do it again, but for twice the colorTime, and again at three times colorTime.  For example, if we start at 0 (previousMillis), and the section time is 3000 (colorTime), then section two starts when currentMillis is 3001, section three at 6001, and four at 9001 milliseconds.  if((currentMillis - previousMillis) <= colorTime){  // section goes here } else if((currentMillis - previousMillis) <= (2 * colorTime)){  //second section goes here } else if((currentMillis - previousMillis) <= (3 * colorTime)){  //third section goes here } else {                                      //fourth section goes here }  To make our colors change, we are going to use the map function to calculate the brightness of the LED.  The map function works like this:  result = map(value, valueStart, valueEnd, resultStart, resultEnd);  For example, if we want the green value variable to have a brightness number between 0 and 255, we can use the number of milliseconds between when previousMillis was equal to currentMillis and the total time we want the process to take (the colorTime variable), and then translate (map) the brightness from 0 to 255 to this result.  greenVal = map((currentMillis - previousMillis),0,colorTime,0,255); 
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 Similarly, we can reverse this formula to measure the milliseconds in reverse, mapped from 255 to 0:  redVal = map((previousMillis - currentMillis),0,-colorTime,255,0);  Then we repeat this process for the next two sections.  In the second section, we need to start at the end of the first section (when we reached the number of milliseconds in the colorTime variable) and measure until the end of this second section (another round of milliseconds in the colorTime variable).  We can just replace the start and end for the measurement with “colorTime” and “2 times colorTime” instead of just “0” and “colorTime.”  blueVal = map((currentMillis - previousMillis),colorTime,(2*colorTime),0,255); greenVal = map((previousMillis - currentMillis),-colorTime,-(2*colorTime),255,0);  Once we’ve got that down, the third section is more of the same; just add more colorTime to the mix:  redVal = map((currentMillis - previousMillis),(2*colorTime),(3*colorTime),0,255); blueVal = map((previousMillis - currentMillis),-(2*colorTime),-(3*colorTime),255,0);  Now that we have the color changing cycle complete, we need to start the cylce over again.  In section four, we simply tell the previous time to equal the current time, so the color cycle can go back to the beginning:  previousMillis = currentMillis;  Next is to output the color brightness values to the pins:   analogWrite( RED1, redVal );  analogWrite( RED2, redVal );  analogWrite( GREEN1, greenVal ); analogWrite( GREEN2, greenVal ); analogWrite( BLUE1, blueVal ); analogWrite( BLUE2, blueVal );  The eyes are now complete!  For the distance detector, all we need to do is read the output (digitalRead) and determine if it sees anything (when the pin receives power, it returns a value of HIGH):  if(digitalRead(detector) == HIGH)  Then tell the speaker control pin to turn on.  If it is not on (else), then turn the speaker pin off:  if(digitalRead(detector) == HIGH){   digitalWrite(spkr,HIGH); } else { 
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  digitalWrite(spkr,LOW); }  And that’s all there is to it!  To make this all clean and clarified, the complete code is on the next pages for reference.   
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Code 
(This code is inspired by http://www.instructables.com/id/Fading-RGB-LED-Arduino/step3/Code/) 

  

#define GREEN1 6 #define BLUE1 5 #define RED1 3 #define GREEN2 11 #define BLUE2 10 #define RED2 9 #define detector 12 #define spkr 0 long previousMillis = 0; int colorTime = 3000; int redVal = 0;   int blueVal = 0;   int greenVal = 0;   void setup() {   pinMode(GREEN1, OUTPUT);   pinMode(BLUE1, OUTPUT);   pinMode(RED1, OUTPUT);   digitalWrite(GREEN1, HIGH);   digitalWrite(BLUE1, HIGH);   digitalWrite(RED1, HIGH);   pinMode(GREEN2, OUTPUT);   pinMode(BLUE2, OUTPUT);   pinMode(RED2, OUTPUT);   digitalWrite(GREEN2, HIGH);   digitalWrite(BLUE2, HIGH);   digitalWrite(RED2, HIGH);    pinMode(detector, INPUT);   pinMode(spkr, OUTPUT);   digitalWrite(spkr, LOW); } 
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(continued) 

Happy Halloween!  

void loop() {   unsigned long currentMillis = millis();     //current time      //first color section   if((currentMillis - previousMillis) <= colorTime){         greenVal = map((currentMillis - previousMillis),0,colorTime,0,255); //count up to 255     redVal = map((previousMillis - currentMillis),0,-colorTime,255,0); //count down to 0  //second color section   } else if((currentMillis - previousMillis) <= (2 * colorTime)){     blueVal = map((currentMillis - previousMillis),colorTime,(2*colorTime),0,255);     greenVal = map((previousMillis - currentMillis),-colorTime,-(2*colorTime),255,0);  //third color section   } else if((currentMillis - previousMillis) <= (3 * colorTime)){     redVal = map((currentMillis - previousMillis),(2*colorTime),(3*colorTime),0,255);     blueVal = map((previousMillis - currentMillis),-(2*colorTime),-(3*colorTime),255,0);    } else {                                      //start over     previousMillis = currentMillis;            //reset counter to 0   }    analogWrite( RED1, redVal );    analogWrite( RED2, redVal );    analogWrite( GREEN1, greenVal );   analogWrite( GREEN2, greenVal );   analogWrite( BLUE1, blueVal );   analogWrite( BLUE2, blueVal );    if(digitalRead(detector) == HIGH){     digitalWrite(spkr,HIGH);   } else {     digitalWrite(spkr,LOW);   } } 
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